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Moral panic around websites on 
eating disorders, but unclear 
effects on socialisation and health

A personal networks perspective

Map structure of relationships, 
investigate linkages with 
behaviours

Reaching out to this population and 
comparing their online and offline 
networks

Pro-ana ?



Web data, quantitative survey, qualitative interviews

3 personal network datasets per respondent (face-to-face, 
online, support)

Multiple methods employed in the analysis – SNA, regression, 
computer simulation, textual analysis

Dataviz to accompany and reconcile all steps  

Multiple data and methods



Uncommon, but with a long history [Healy & Moody 2014]

Traditionally served two main purposes – presenting results to 
audiences and supporting exploratory analysis

 

Data visualisation in social science

The origins: Minard’s visualisation of the retreat of Napoleon’s army from Moscow.



• ‘The desire to take what is normally 
outside the scale of human senses 
and to make it visible and 
manageable’ [Manovich 2002]

• ‘Sensory expression -- most often 
visual, sometimes sonic or tactile -- is 
the only means to perceive many 
contemporary data sets’ [Diamond 
2010]

• Patterns to emerge: maps, natural 
metaphors (trees…), timelines, 
graphs…

 Extract and present information to 
facilitate intuitive understanding, in 
sensorily appealing manner 

Data visualization in the digital age



• Scientific accuracy

• Aesthetics

• Accessibility 

• Cognitive effectiveness

• The importance of inter-activity

 Engaging with social contexts of 
consumption of images

Balancing conflicting needs



• The page-based paradigm of the web 
has been interrupted by database 
incursions — ‘data pours’ [Liu 2004]

• ‘Data-subjectivity’ to describe the 
position of the individual in this 
society: the personal, everyday 
experience of data immersion and 
navigation [Manovich 2002]

 The study subject as end-user 
of data visualisation too

The end-user : not just the researcher



1st tool: Visualization for data collection

ANAMIA EGOCENTER (2010-11) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAlSaDdAaC0



Face-to-face egocentered networks

1st tool: Visualization for data collection



Online egocentered networks

1st tool: Visualization for data collection



• A more classical, but still necessary, approach

• Situate data in an interpretative setting

• Need for tools to sort, organise, analyse and present ‘raw’ data

• Allowing dialogue on data across disciplines

The researchers as end users



2nd tool: Visualization for data analysis

ANAMIA CORPUS (2012-13) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIxqG6j0Izs



Rearranging visualisations for greater insight



• The politics of quantified data representation (like debates on ‘who controls what’s on 
TV’)

• Establishing priorities, selecting methods and procedures 

• Not a matter of scientific ‘realism’ -- but making sense of the data by building heuristic 
narratives which resound with (and are not limited to) these data

• ‘Telling stories with data’

The politics of data visualization



3nd tool: Datavisualization for “heuristic narrative” 

ANAMIA PERSONAL (2013) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-eR0SnFI2M



Opportunities for “heuristic narratives” 



Opportunities for “heuristic narratives” 



Opportunities for “heuristic narratives” 



• Data visualisation may enrich sociological research at all stages 
– data collection, data analysis, presentation of results

• A potentially empowering function for the study subject

• A methodological accompaniment for the researcher – but 
utilisation should be theory-driven, not naive

• New technical opportunities in the digital age, though skills gap / 
need for external technical support still substantial 

Conclusions



• Find this presentation at: http://databigandsmall.com

• Email: p.tubaro@gre.ac.uk, coordination@anamia.fr

• Web: www.anamia.fr/en

• Twitter: @anamia

Thanks to: Quentin Bréant, fragmented.fr

Thank you!

http://databigandsmall.com/
mailto:p.tubaro@gre.ac.uk
http://www.anamia.fr/en
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